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Part I:

ARCHITECTURAL INTENT
3

W H AT

IS

CRUISING?

C AN YOU D ES I GN C RU I S I N G S PAC E?

The origins of the term ‘cruising’ come from the
Latin word crux, or ‘cross;’ cruising is therefore
used to describe the act of casually crossing
and recrossing the same area. The term has now
become commonly associated with the act of
queer individuals traversing, or cruising, public
spaces, searching for sexual and social encounters
and partners.

Despite it being evident that cruising is both an
inevitable and valid use of space, and an originating
behaviour of the queer spaces that now can be
found in the modern world, it is still deemed taboo
and unacceptable for design in both the homo and
heterosexual world. Therefore, the importance of
cruising as a representational queer space, and
fundamental influence on the conceptualisation
of queer identities, must therefore be accepted
within both the LGBTQI+ community as well as
the dominant heteronormative society before it
can be accepted in urban design.

Due to laws and legislation devised to exclude the
LGBTQI+ community from the built environment,
as well as the rise of anti-gay attitudes, queer
individuals have had to develop tactics within
cities to claim public zones for themselves.
Combining this illegality of expression, alongside
the desire to congregate with other members of
the community, as well as there being a significant
lack of representational and accommodating
architectures, meant that LGBTQI+ individuals
had to exploit public space as their social space.
Queer people would, and still do, navigate the
city in a certain way, choreographing their
movements carefully to either notify others
of their sexual identity, or evade dominant
heterosexist surveillance as a form of protection.
This subversion and reformation of the built
environment to fit queer use and behaviours
meant that the initial modern queer spaces were
the areas of cruising.
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Thus, my proposal inhabits a ‘utopian’ world
where definitions of normativity have been readdressed and redefined, and a building dedicated
to cruising is accepted and praised. Thus, the
Cruising Pavilion is born.

C H OOSI N G

5

THE

SIT E

Cruising may occur spontaneously in
public places, or in specific venues,
regardless of the city or country.
Therefore, mapping infamous cruising
spots, queer bars and sex on premise
venues in Edinburgh began to dictate
the location of my proposal. It
became apparent that the space tying
all together was Edinburgh’s most
infamous cruising ground; Calton Hill.

L oc ation Plan - 1:10000

S I T E

A N A L Y S I S

Calton Hill is a volcanic rock hill in
between Edinburgh’s New Town and
Old Town, with heritage buildings
occupying some of the space - most
notably, William Playfair’s National
Monument: an unfinished replica of
the Parthenon erected as a monument
to the Scottish soldiers who fought in
the Napoleonic Wars.
The elevation of the site allows for
impressive views of the city, as well
as vastly increasing the visual and
weather exposure.
The proximity of the site to recognised
queer venues, as well as the hidden
spaces offered by vegetation, mean
that Calton Hill has become a historic
and infamous cruising ground.

L oc ation Plan , Sections and Viewpoints - 1:2000
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L oc ation Plan - 1:500

C R EAT I N G

SITE

CONF INEM EN T S

The National Monument is one of Edinburgh’s most famous landmarks. It was in 1826 by William
Playfair as an exact replica of the Parthenon in Athens as a monument to the Scottish soldiers and
sailors who fought in the Napoleonic Wars. However, construction was abandoned in 1829 due to lack
of funds, thus leaving the monument unfinished. These circumstances saw it nicknamed ‘Edinburgh’s
Disgrace’, among other things. Therefore, my proposal utilises the intended footprint of the monument
to use as a basis for construction, to limit the site for ease of design, as well as making a tongue in
7 cheek reference to a ‘disgraced’ monument, and a ‘disgraceful’ behaviour of cruising.

T
O
P
O
S
Visibility and Exposure
The site is on top of a large, historically significant hill.
This raised elevation raises various topographic issues.
Due to the height of the site, there is a high exposure
to both wind and rain, however, this also allows for
unobstructed light and views. There are clear views
to the Palace of Holyroodhouse, Arthur’s seat and the
Scottish Parliament. Although, this also means that
the structure will be especially exposed, which is both
positive and negative; it can recognised and celebrated
from many vantage points in Edinburgh, but issues of
discretion must be considered.
Vegetation
The whole hill is surrounded by very steep hills, with a
high volume of vegetation, and thus wildlife, covering
these spaces. The volume of bushes and trees provided
much needed opportunities for cruising, and therefore
these spaces should be conserved, perhaps with new
pathways created through them.
Ground
Calton Hill is formed basaltic lava and ash layers. This
material can be excavated, with both the impressions
made and materials harvested utilised to benefit the
architecture. The land is mostly uneven, and therefore
landscaping will be considered.
Public Use
Finally, the site has historic, and thus tourist, significance.
Much of the land is protected by heritage organisations,
however this lease expires in 2044. With this being a
culturally significant area, there is a high volume of
tourists resulting in worn pathways and a high volume
of debris. Although, this also includes exposure and
thus pathways can be amended to increase population
of the new proposal.
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T
Y
P
O
S
Light and Visibility
Both the celebration, and restriction, of visibility is
immensely important to the success and enjoyment
of queer spaces, due to concepts of both voyeurism,
spectacle and discretion. Visibility and light must
therefore be controlled, depending on the space. For
example, select allowance of both natural and artificial
light in the sexual spaces may increase the eroticism of
the act. A light responsive facade could be effective in
this instance.

T
E
C
T
O
N
I
C
S
Columns
There are 12 completed columns in Playfair’s incomplete
National Monument. If I have already proposed to use
the footprint of the hypothetical finished structure, I
propose to erect structural columns where original ones
were intended to be placed. This could form the main
structure of the architecture, with both floor and wall
supported by them. This will allow for an interesting
elevation as the building will be on ‘legs’ above the
ground.

Comfort
If there is an opportunity for inhabitants to perform
sexual acts, an aspect of comfort must be considered.
Both in terms of the architectural forms and materiality.
Ventilation must also be considered, to ensure that a
comfortable temperature and air quality is maintained.
There is a possibility for changing and washing facilities.

Darkroom
The ‘Darkroom’ spaces will be tight, dark and confined
zones. As the space will be extremely confined, there
must be an analytical approach to materials, and how
the body interacts with them.

Sensuality
To ensure the atmosphere increases the feeling of
sensuality and desire, design considerations must be
taken to heighten this emotion. For example, corridor
only just wide enough for two people to encourage
intimacy; labyrinthian type spaces encourage movement;
specifically designed openings encourage desire and
voyeurism. Lighting, music and visuals are also an
aesthetic consideration in this category. Moreover,
the spaces will be designed from forms influenced
by movement notations, thus accommodating and
improving the behaviours that may happen within.
Freedom and Inclusivity
The proposal must discourage any feelings of exclusion
or repression, and therefore the structure will be a
public space, with additional communal spaces and no
admittance fee. Each space is designed with a function
in mind, but no prescriptive use, and thus interpretation
is open to the users.

Cruising
This area is a more traditional approach to the act of
cruising, whereas the Darkroom explores more kink
and taboo-related act. This space is inspired by the
architectures of public toilets, and therefore materiality
must match. For example, subway tiles, mirrors, natural
light etc. with some aspect of modular space.
Sexual Performance
A much more open-plan space to encourage wilder,
more free movement. There must therefore be minimal
structure inside the space, so as not to restrict movement.
Support will rely on walls, therefore.
External Space
As the building is lifted off the ground by the supporting
columns, there is opportunity for shelter using the
curves and shapes of the structure.

Part II:

ARCHITECTURAL PROPOSAL
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L oc ation Plan - 1:1000
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Site Plan - 1:500
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Ground Floor Plan - 1:200
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Ground Floor Plan - 1:100
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First Floor Plan - 1:100
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Sec ond Floor Plan - 1:100
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Third Floor Plan - 1:100
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Fourth Floor Plan - 1:100
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Section A-A - 1:100
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Section B-B - 1:100
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Section C-C - 1:100
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Section E-E - 1:100
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Section D-D - 1:100
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Section D-D - 1:200
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Section C-C - 1:50
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1 - Concrete Pavers
2 - Raised Floor Support
3 - Insulation with Slope
4 - Gutter
5 - Reinforced Concrete Slab
6 - Insulation Block
7 - Steel Support
8 - External Concrete Tiles
9 - Insulation
10 - CMU Blocks
11 - Plasterboard and Breather Membrane
12 - Pigmented Concrete Tiles
13 - Glazing
14 - Steel Bracket
15 - Concrete Supports
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Technic al Section D etails - 1:20
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North to South Site Elevation - 1:1000
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West to East Site Elevation - 1:1000
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Front Elevation - 1:100
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B ack Elevation - 1:100
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L eft Elevation - 1:100
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Right Elevation - 1:100
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Internal Isometric - 1:100
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Fourth Floor - Roof Terrace

Third Floor - Dark Room

Third Floor - Dark Room
Second Floor - Gloryholes and Viewing
Balcony

Second Floor - Sexual Performance Room
Viewing Balcony

First Floor - Sexual Performance Room

Perspective Showing Use of Spac e
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Ground Floor - Entrance

D EFI NI N G

ST RUCT URE

Using the National Monument’s
Classical grid of columns, I overlay
my design plans to define which walls
would become load-bearing, and thus
continue down to the ground to make
the columns on which the building is
supported.
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C R EAT I N G

THE

P LA NS

Cruising is a truly unique and embodied
practice - it creates and illuminates
space through the choreographed
movement of the act. Therefore,
creating a movement notation for the
behaviour created the initial forms of
the design and thus plans.
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